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The past report dealt in more detail with the epidemiological situation of species managed 
by the EE. Nothing has changed that much since then. So here are just a few words about it: 

The willingness to VHD2 vaccine continues to increase. The cases of ND in poultry in Western 
Europe have caused concern in Brussels and some countries and led to more stringent 
measures. The young birds disease continues to rage. It is still unclear whether Circo, Rota or 
Oncoviruses are the main cause of this multiple-factor disease. 

Europe has elected a new parliament. There will be a new commission. Everything else, such 
as the structures, the Directorates-General and the specialized officials, will remain. What 
does that mean for our cooperation and for the countries with the EU? 

The EU is a federation of states and not a federation of European organizations like the EE. 
So we have no influence on the decisions of the Council of the EU. Only the heads of 
government as members have influence. We have only direct influence on the decisions of 
the Commission by the countries. In 2015 and 2016, I asked EE member countries to use 
their states to influence the EC so that pigeons would be removed from the definition for 
poultry because they are not considered vectors for HPAI. Only one country has really done 
that. If this happens everywhere, pigeon exhibitions could take place in times of the HPAI 
and our members from Turkey, Macedonia and Bosnia could exhibit at least pigeons in the 
EU. These third countries are not allowed to export live poultry to the EU according an EC 
Decision. The reasons for this are in the countries mentioned and mainly in the lack of 
guarantee of the traceability principle of disease control. 

So it depends, yes, it is vitally important for EE that we act together in order to be strong 
together and to be able to change something. There should be at least one MEP in every 
member state of the EE, which is also a member of the EU, for our advocacy, regardless of 
which party. We have that in Germany for a long time. Today it is Dr. Jahr for the EVP, on 
which we have been able to send a request to the EC, and Dr. Gysi, the great-great-great-
grandson of the founder of organized breeding poultry in Europe Robert Oettel. 

From Brussels only basic regulations are issued, which are to be converted into country law. 
Our members must necessarily influence in a way that they can live with their country 
decisions. Problems are being made in the countries. Each special path of the countries 
brings us problems, especially with the veterinary regulations for European exhibitions. 

We have ongoing contacts to the responsible officials in Brussels. So we were able to bring 
inour wishes for the animal health law in work, which were initially: clarification of the terms 
domestic versus pet animals, the term poultry, Europe-wide definitions of vaccinations and 
animal welfare. One can not expect that the respective state authorities know the 
regulations of all other countries. 

We also arranged contacts to Brussels with the Danish veterinarians, who otherwise did not 
want to seek advice from us and only negotiated with the exhibition management. Of course 
we supported them with arguments. 

Herning went well concerning the animal care and veterinary issues. Many thanks to the 
exhibition management under Willy Littau. There were also no true animal welfare 



problems. The criticized, supposedly silky feathered collared doves were Frizzys in airworthy 
age plumage. 

I thank the Bureau, the divisions and, above all, the members of the Advisory Council for the 
good cooperation. As a new member of the Advisory Board, I am allowed to Introduce Erik 
Apperlo. Welcome! 

Prof. Dr. Joachim Schille 


